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END  OF  1ST TERM EXAMS
LITERACY  1A    FOR    P.2

NAME:___________________________________________ STREAM:_____

1. Fill  in the missing  letters.

(a)  p____pa                                     (b)  do_____es____ic

(c)  cac___on                                   (d)  spra____ing

2. Name  any  two  things  around  us.

(i)___________________________   (ii) ______________________________

3. A  dog  is  to  a puppy  as  a ______________________is  to  a  kitten.

4. Draw  and  name  any  two  domestic  animals.

          _____________________________          ____________________________

5. How  do  the  following  animals  move?

A frog  moves  by  _____________________________________________

A  fish  moves  by ______________________________________________

6.  __________________________are  the things  which do not have life.

7. Write  down  any  two  harmful  insects.
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(i)____________________________  (ii) ______________________________

8. Match  animals with their sound.

A  sheep                                     grunts

An elephant                               barks

A  pig                                           bleats

A  dog                                         trumpets.

9. How  do  we  keep  our  bodies  clean?   Give  one  way.

_______________________________________________________________
10. Why  do  animals  move?   (Give  two  reasons).

(i) _____________________________________________________________

(ii) _____________________________________________________________

11. Draw yourself protecting against harmful insects by;

(a)  Sleeping  under  a  mosquito    (b)  buring  rubbish
               net.

12. Write  Yes  or  No   at  the  end.

Plants  are  living  things.    _________

A  cow  is  an insect.          __________

Plants  feed  through  roots.   ________

Livingthings produce.         ___________

13. Of what importance is a cow to us?
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_______________________________________________________________

14. List  down  one  type of  soil.

_______________________________________________________________
15. Why do we wash our hands.

_______________________________________________________________

16. __________________________animals live in the bush or forest.

17. Name  one  flying  animal.

_______________________________________________________________

18. Apart from a stone, give other two non-living things.

_______________________________________________________________

19. Name  these  growth  stages  of  a  butterfly.

20. Mention  any  one  animal  at home.

_______________________________________________________________

21. Kudaaga uses  his ____________________________to  see.

22. State  any  one  group  of  living  things.

_______________________________________________________________
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23. (a)  Which animal changes  colour as its weapon?

_______________________________________________________________
(dog,    chameleon,     lion)

24. Match  garden  tools   to  their  uses.

Hoe                                    collecting  rubbish

Sprayer                              digging

Basket                                spraying

Rake                                  collecting food.

25. How  do  we  keep  our  houses  clean?

_______________________________________________________________

26. Give  any  one  part  of  a  plant.

_______________________________________________________________

27. Draw  a  true  insect.
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**  The  End. **

** NICE  HOLIDAY.**


